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This monthly legal alert provides, as a two-column table, highlights (on the left) and practical implications (on the right) of major new 
legal developments.  This December alert provides highlights of the following significant article, which appeared in print this month and which 
provides the full details of a recent empirical analysis of case law on procedural FAPE:  

 
Perry A. Zirkel & Allyse Hetrick, (2016). Which procedural parts of the IEP process are most judicially vulnerable?  
Exceptional Children, 83 (2), 219-235.  doi: 10.1177/0014402916651849 

 
 
1. An analysis of 132 court decisions containing rulings specific to alleged procedural violations in the IEP process revealed the 
following findings with regard to the frequency of these rulings: 
 
First, the 132 court decisions yielded 268 pertinent rulings, which 
amounted to a ratio of approximately two rulings per case for 
specified subcategories with the overall categories of (1) IEP 
components, (2) IEP team, (3) other parental participation (beyond 
membership on the IEP team), and (4) IEP development, 
effectuation and review. 
 

The limitations included (a) the “iceberg effect” of not including 
settlements, hearing officer decisions, and other less visible levels 
of litigation, and (b) the exploratory nature of this empirical 
analysis, including case selection and coding.  Yet, heavy reliance 
on procedural allegation relating to the IEP process, with the 
litigation strategy of multiple rather than single claims, is rather 
clear.  

Second, the most frequent category for these rulings was other 
parental participation (34% of the 268 rulings), followed by IEP 
components (29%) and IEP development/effectuation/review (24%). 
Conversely, the rulings concerning the IEP team’s composition was 
the least litigated (12%).  
 

The moderate predominance of parental participation fits with the 
partnership vision of the IDEA, whereas the relative infrequency of 
IEP team issues is contrary to the training priorities and 
accountability systems of some education entities.  

Third, the most frequently litigated subcategory by far was 
opportunity for meaningful parental participation (26%), including 
but not at all limited to the claim of predetermination.  At the distant 
next most frequently levels were evaluation/reevaluation (9%), IEP 
timelines (8%), measureable goals (7%), special education and 
related services (6%). 

 

The leading frequency position of meaningful parental participation 
aligns with not only the overall structure of the IDEA but also the 
specific emphasis in the 2004 amendments on a two-step analysis 
for procedural FAPE claims that culminates, at the second step, 
with harm to the opportunity of the parent as alternative to loss in 
benefit to the child.  Conversely, the relative infrequency of IEP 
timelines, goals, and services is contrary to current emphases. 



 
 

 
2.  The analysis of the 268 rulings in these 132 court decisions yielded the following findings with regard to outcomes: 
 
For the overall rulings, the outcomes were 81% in favor of the 
districts and 18% in favor of the parents, with the limited remainder 
being inconclusive.  Conflating from the rulings to the cases in 
terms of the most parent-favorable ruling in the case, the ratio 
changed to 71% for districts and 25% for parents, with the rest being 
inconclusive. 
 

This pro-district skew, whether counted by rulings or cases, clearly 
call into question the prevailing presentations and publications in 
the field of special education, which tend to emphasize “fatal” and 
“disastrous” legal consequences for procedural imperfections.  It 
conversely stimulates balanced attention to the substantive side of 
FAPE, which is currently before the Supreme Court and is also 
reflected in OSEP’s current outcomes-oriented accountability. 

For the four categories, the corresponding percentages of conclusive 
rulings for districts and parents amounted to approximately a 3:1 
ratio for each one except IEP components, which favored districts 
by more than a 15:1 ratio.  The conversion from rulings to cases 
modestly differentiated the first three, close categories into this 
descending order in terms of the limited parental success: (1) IEP 
development/effectuation/review (25% for parents), (2) other parent 
participation (23% for parents), and (3) IEP team (22% for parents). 
 

Although proactive best practice and state education agency 
compliance mechanisms, including the complaint process, may 
warrant continued priority on the procedural side of the IEP 
process, the emphasis within this priority on IEP components 
warrants re-examination.  Moreover, leading special education 
authorities’ identification of “major procedural errors that, when 
committed, will almost certainly lead to a ruling that a school 
district has denied a student FAPE” merit more cautious and 
systematic analysis. 

For the subcategories that had a frequency of at least 10 rulings, the 
balance of conclusive rulings was strongly skewed in favor of the 
district, with the parent conclusive success rate being highest for the 
regulatory requirements of the regular education teacher (33%), 
prior written notice (30%), the annual IEP timeline (28%), and 
opportunity for meaningful parental participation (21%).  At the 
other end, the rulings for the IEP components of measurable goals 
and specified special education and related services were 100% in 
favor of the districts. 
 

Again, although professional development materials and activities 
may understandably emphasize particular regulatory requirements 
for the IEP process, including goals, the reason should not be the 
likelihood of adverse court rulings.  Even for parental participation, 
although the frequency is understandable in terms of sincere 
perceptions, the outcomes suggest that courts are not the sensitive 
corrective mechanism for providing more effective partnership and 
collaboration.  The bottom-line recommendation is for more 
systematic research and evidence-based practices, with this 
exploratory analysis being only a first step. 

 


